Abstract
Introduction
The idea of image segmentation is to map the pixel points to the corresponding feature space according to the features of different interesting blocks of area in the image such as gray scale and texture and then classify them according to certain reasonable similarity criterion. It has been mentioned in the previous paragraph that image segmentation is the key step in image processing and image analysis; therefore, the image segmentation effect will directly affect the accuracy of the subsequent image analysis [1] .
Previously, Kapur has published the theory of necessary optimal matching degree value in image segmentation by using the optimal entropy. The P-tile method proposed by Doyle is the early method of automatic threshold selection based on gray histogram [2] . The computation of this theory has low requirements on hardware and it can process different kinds of images, however, its shortcomings are also very obvious and it requires humans to measure the necessary ratio of the image blocks to the source image in advance, resulting in a low repeated utilization factor [3] . Dunn has raised an applied theory. This theory extracts all pixel information of the entire image and then performs overall computation. With the computational result, it seeks the variance and then the optimal matching value [4] . Otsu seeks the optimal solution by using the maximum variance ratio of the pixel information of the entire image, which is the famous OTSU method. This theory has played a far-reaching influence on image processing. It is not only used in the image block segmentation with threshold, but also used in many relevant fields. The biggest advantage of this theory is that it optimizes the setting of the threshold correlation coefficient which hasn't been processed perfectly and it is more accurate in seeking this coefficient than the previous grayscale difference hist method. However, most of the histograms obtained from the images are not simple monopolar-value images and OTSU criterion is weak in segmenting these images, making it difficult for segmentation to reach a satisfactory objective [5] . At present, with the in-depth development of the research in this field, it begins to see the threshold segmentation in the image block segmentation as the traversal algorithm solution of certain problems and it starts to apply swarm intelligence algorithm into the processing of such problems.
In order to solve the above-mentioned problems, this paper has introduced ant colony optimization clustering algorithm into image segmentation. It firstly introduces the characteristics of image segmentation and then proposes an improved ant colony optimization clustering algorithm based on the basic ant colony algorithm, which improves the parameter setting and fitness function of ACCA; accelerates the segmentation process and finds the optimal threshold of the image to be segmented with ACCA as the threshold search strategy. Finally, it compares the performances of ACCA and OTSU in the segmentation result and convergence.
Image Segmentation
When expressing the data feature extraction of the interesting objectives, image segmentation is to transform the data set of the features of the original image into more tight and general data set. If the variance generated in the image segmentation is transferred to a higher link of image processing, the image segmentation will have a bigger variance and it will have a bigger influence on the final image processing; therefore, image segmentation effect plays an obvious role in the entire image processing. Basically, image segmentation can be divided into the following four steps: What has been used more frequently at present is an image segmentation definition formed from the concept of set in mathematics. Express an entire image with set Q ; segment this image and form N blocks of area, namely divide set Q into N subsets. Every sub-set is non-empty and every subset should meet the following conditions:
Here, symbol ф is the concept of empty set in mathematical set while   i P Q is the logical predicate of the elements in all subsets i Q and it has specific meaning. Detailed illustration will be made about the five conditions in the following passage [6] .
Condition (1) indicates that all the blocks of area after image segmentation can't have the same pixel point; in other words, a pixel point can only belong to a point and a class. In mathematics, it means that the segmented subsets can't have intersection. Condition (2) shows that after the image segmentation, all pixel points shall be allocated to their own corresponding subsets, namely that every pixel point shall have its own class and that there is no unclassified pixel point. Condition (3) demonstrates that after image segmentation is finished, the pixel points in different sub-block of area definitely have different characteristics, that is to say that different sub-blocks of area have no same pixel points. Condition (4) manifests that after image segmentation is completed, every segmented sub-block of area has its own characteristics, which are different from other sub-blocks of area, namely that all the pixel points of the same sub-block of area have certain same or similar characteristics. Condition (5) states that after image segmentation is completed, all pixel points of the same sub-block of area are connected.
By analyzing the above five conditions, it can be known that the foundation of image segmentation is the discontinuity and similarity of the image pixels. Discontinuity means that the TELKOMNIKA ISSN: 1693-6930 
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957 characteristics of the pixels in different sub-blocks of area are different to a certain extent and they form incoherent pixel characteristics in different sub-blocks of area before it forms discontinuity. Similarity refers to that the pixels of the same sub-block of area have certain pixel characteristics with high similarity such as the grayscale value and color feature of the pixel. In practice, the practical applications of both image processing and image analysis are the applications for certain specific occasions. Therefore, most of the image segmentation in practical applications doesn't need to meet all the above conditions; instead, they only need to satisfy one or several conditions according to specific application requirements [7] . OTSU image segmentation method extracts gray histogram of all pixel points in the source image to perform the first-step processing. Its second step is to compare and get the maximum value from the histogram information calculated in the last step and then determine the threshold of the image segmentation according to the maximum variance. This is the method of self-adaptive threshold selection. The segmentation principle of OTSU image segmentation method is to seek 0-and 1-order moments defined on the basis of the gray histogram of the image and its advantage is that it doesn't require any prior information, saving some manpower supervision, therefore, it can be applied in many practical fields and it has become an important theory in image segmentation. At the same time, the shortcomings of OTSU segmentation method are also very obvious. Its optimal solution, namely to seek the maximum matching degree value requires to traverse all information. Besides, after deeply investigating OTSU method and promoting it to two-dimension, its principle is to define the comparison between the data to be extracted in the source image and other impure data as the it can't meet the real-time requirement in practical applications since it is very time-consuming. OTSU image segmentation method reduces its time complexity by adopting special calculation principle, however, this method requires excessive investment and it is not applicable as well [8] .
Ant colony optimization has the characteristics of self-organization, parallel and positive feedback and it has strong robustness. In the search process, every ant is independent from each other and they communicate only through pheromone. Therefore, ant colony algorithm can be seen as a distributed multi-agent system and it performs independent solution search in many points of the problem space at the same time. It not only increases the reliability of the algorithm, but is also makes the algorithm have stronger global searching ability. At the beginning of the algorithm, a single artificial ant searches the solution disorderly. After sometime evolution, the artificial ants spontaneously search some solutions close to the optimal solution through the pheromone. This is a process from disorder to order. The optimal matching degree value is the optimal solution [9] .
Improved Ant Colony Clustering Algorithm 3.1. Principle of Ant Colony System Optimization
Every ant in the ant colony here is an autonomous entity. It continuously interacts with the environment; it has intelligence, dynamics and movability and it can provide technical support for data clustering. In this algorithm, every ant stands for a data object and its next moving position is determined according to the similarity function and probability transfer function between itself and the ant in the neighborhood space. In the mean while, it dynamically updates its class number according to clustering rule sets. The movement of ant makes it affect itself and its object in the neighborhood. It can form a faster and better cluster after certain iterations through little local neighborhood information. In the following paragraph, the ant routing sketch of Figure 2 vividly indicates the principle of ant colony system optimization [10] . Figure 2 show the result of ant clustering in different iterations. The randomly distributed objects are firstly clustered into several small classes within a short time and then gradually clustered into big classes repeating the above process; the pheromone intensity in the path presents a bigger and bigger difference. Finally, all the ants choose the path with high pheromone intensity [11] .
Algorithm Description 3.2.1. Ant Expression
The algorithm simulates the behavior of the agent ant to "search proper swarm" in the movements. Its basic idea is to randomly project the objects to be clustered in a twodimensional grid and every subject has a randomly initial position. Every ant can move in the grids. Measure the swarm similarity of the current object in the local environment. Transfer the swarm similarity to the probability of the moving object through probability transfer function and pick up or put down the subjects at this probability. The joint action of multi-agent ant makes the objects of the same class in the same spatial domain cluster together [12] .
An ant agent refers to a data object; in this way, it can reduce the computation time and the storage space. Its behaviors are simple: when it doesn't find a proper colony, it keeps on searching; when it has found the relatively proper colony, it stops moving. It repeats this process until all the agent ants have found the proper positions. We use the following quintuple to describe the state of every ant:
Here, n is the number of data, i x and i y are the coordinates of where the th i ant is located, i c is the class number of the ant, i s reflects whether the ant is in the movement state or the stability state and i v is the speed of the ant in its movement [13].
Calculation of Similarity
Assuming there is an ant i a in the place r at the moment t , define the average similarity of i a and its neighbour object j a as:
In this formula,   
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959 boundary of the grid, there are only 3 grids in its neighbourhood [14] . max v is the maximum speed and i v is the movement speed. Take a decreasing random number here to make the ant move fast at the beginning in order to form a cluster fast and roughly. Then the speed reduces randomly to refine the clustering result.
 
, i j d a a is the distance between ant i a and j a , which can be calculated in the preprocessing phase of the clustering and its definition is as follows:
In the formula, m is the number of properties, is the coefficient to adjust the similarity between the data objects and it determines the clustering number and convergence speed, making the value of  gradually decrease in the clustering process.
The change of parameter  directly affects the value range of the similarity function and the value of  is the number of ants in the neighbourhood [15] .
Calculation of Movement Probability
Probability transfer function is the function of
f a and it transfers the average similarity of the data objects as the movement probability m P of the agent ants. If   i f a is very small; then m P is very high; otherwise, m P is very low. We select Sigmoid function as the probability transfer function because Sigmoid function has non-linearity. Only one parameter is needed to be adjusted in the movement and it has faster convergence speed. Define the movement probability m P of i a which hasn't found proper colony in the random movement as:
In this formula,
is the natural exponential form. If the parameter c is big, the curve saturates fast and the convergence speed is also fast [16] .
Description of Clustering Rules
Clustering Rule: the class information i c of i a is updated according to the following rules: (a) If i a finds a proper classification and stops moving, its class number will be changed by the class number of the agent ant with the minimum similarity in its neighborhood; (b) If i a changes from halt state to movement state, its class number will also be changed by its mark number during its movement; (c) If i a keeps its movement state unchanged, its class number will also remain the same. The clustering rules are very simple and the agent ants can update their state with local information and form clustering dynamically. The clustering result will be given directly by the class number of the agent ant [17] .
Description of the Algorithm Process
Through the above analysis, the process of multi-agent ant clustering algorithm is described as Figure 3 . 
Analysis of Experimental Results
This paper compares the segmentation efficiency by using OTSU and ACCA segmentation methods on the standard test image Coins. In this experiment, the hardware memory is 2.5G and the run-time environment is Matlab2012. The comparison result of the matching value and the processing time by these two segmentation methods is indicated in Table 1 . The segmented experimental results are shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4 It can be seen from Table 1 that ACCA meets the practical application requirements and it greatly reduces the processing time and the computational time of the threshold.
From the analysis of the comparison of the above figures, it can be seen that ACCA can search the optimal threshold fast and quickly. The method of this paper has certain effectiveness in segmentation effect, segmentation speed and convergence and it has better segmentation effects and clear texture compared with OTSU image segmentation method. 
Conclusion
This paper has realized ant colony optimization clustering algorithm in image segmentation, simulated the behavior of "searching the appropriate swarm" in the movement; dynamically updates its class-mark according to certain clustering rules and guides the ant individuals to find the optimal segmentation threshold quickly. By comparing the performances of the standard image test and the traditional image segmentation methods, the experimental result has demonstratedthat for the same image to be segmented, the colony intelligence optimization clustering algorithm has a fast optimization speed and high optimization quality.
